
Memory Game

User is presented 12 cards and 1 target card 
All cards are hidden from user at start 
User taps begin button to start game/round

12 cards are flipped to reveal content for 2sec 
After 2sec, cards are flipped again to hide content 
Goal is to remember cards content and location

Target card is flipped to reveal content 
Goal is to find target card  
Points are based on time and total number of attempts

Incorrect cards are revealed with red highlight, 
then flipped to hide content 

Correct card is revealed with green highlight 
Timer is stopped and score is finalized

Associate content is displayed within modal 
User hits continue to go to next round 
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Next Round, last card is removed. 
TBD, UX of memory difficulty
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After all target cards are found, user is present 
with screen with final score and prompt

Prior to going to game, user has to scroll 
through ISI then continue
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repeat 2-8 until done

Intro screen & 
Instructions



H2H Game - CONCEPT

User has to view trial design to 
continue

Question is provided 
User drags to appropriate spot

If incorrect, red highlight and feedback provided 
User then show required content (step 6)

If correct, green highlight and feedback provided 
User then shown required content (step 6) 

Expanded view of content based on question presented 
User hits continue to go to next question (step 3)
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Prior to going to game, user has to scroll 
through ISI  to continue
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repeat 3-6 until done

After all questions are answered, user is present 
with summary screen with final score and prompt
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Intro screen & 
Instructions



Patient Info

Age:

Prior Therapy:

Yes No

Relapse past 12months:

2
10 2

EDSS Score:

5
50

10

3+

Gadolinum T1 Lesions:

5
510+

0

0

T2 Lesions:

70
50100+

ISI

Typical Patient Information

Continue



Slider



Drag and Drop



Drag and Drop Sequence
Brief animation to set up MOA visual

User drags object to 
paticular location

Animation completes the 
MOA visual



Navigation: Conventional

Title



Navigation: Immersive



Navigation: Immersive

Title




